
08.00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE - Grab a cup of coffee, and get to know your fellow attendees.

09.00 WORKSHOP A: Achieving Process Excellence

Mr. Jim Champy, Author and Consultant
 · How technology today is enabling process excellence
 · The challenge of implementing new technologies
 · Fundamentals of process redesign
 · Executing process and behavioral change
 · Reinventing a healthcare system 

10.30 MORNING BREAK - Wow, that was some great information - grab a snack and review the morning session with your fellow attendees.

10.45 WORKSHOP B: The VA Patient Experience Roadmap to Excellence

Jeff Tennen, Veterans Experience Officer (Relationship Manager), U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
The VA Patient Experience Roadmap to Excellence is a facility-focused guide for starting, growing, and sustaining Patient Experience strategies and practices. The 
Roadmap was developed to help VHA leaders who are grappling with the complex objective of improving the Patient Experience for Veterans, families, caregivers, 
and survivors. The Roadmap outlines an iterative process for facilities to align and integrate their efforts to improve Patient Experience based on 5 key action-
orientated stages and is rooted in the foundational principles of the 7 VA Patient Experience Framework domains. Understand the Patient Experience:
 · Build the PX Structure
 · Align and Execute PX Strategy

12.15 LUNCH - Hungry? So are we! Sit down to a tasty meal while discussing the topics so far and what ’s to come in the day.

13:45 WORKSHOP C: Leading Change: 4 Drucker Prescriptions For Making Effective VA Change Happen

Dr. William A. Cohen, Major General USAF, Ret
Forward-thinking managers in both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations have discovered leading change is an acquired skill not a “Eureka moment.” Simply put, 
how to lead change can be taught, learned, and practiced. Peter F. Drucker defined four tasks every executive has to practice to effectively lead change.
 · This workshop details these four tasks so that VA executives can perform them systematically, purposefully, with understanding, and with a high probability of 

accomplishment.

15:15 AFTERNOON BREAK - Take a few minutes to recharge yourself before we jump into the next set of information packed sessions.

15.30 WORKSHOP D: Doubling down on Customer Self-Service Tools Internally & Externally

 · Prioritizing the benefit space to include appeals modernization
 · How the New Cloud-based software-as-a-service IT management tool will streamline internal processes and provide better end-use experience for employees
 · Lighthouse Lab- how it will help connect the disparate systems, allowing information exchange and innovation 

17:00 END OF WORKSHOP DAY 

NOVEMBER 28th, 2018PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP DAY

 · Recognize & Sustain
 · Measure & Analyze
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08.00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE - While registering for the Main Summit Day 1, enjoy your morning cup of coffee, light snacks and lively peer-to-peer conversation.

09.00 Chair’s Opening Address

09.15 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: VA Modernization: Pushing Forward Despite Hurdles

Rodney Emery, Executive Dir - Personnel Security and Identity Management, Operations, Security and Preparedness, Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Electronic Health Records (EHR) that will satisfy the governments cybersecurity and interoperability demands
 · Overhauling IT services, both internally and externally
 · New web tools to help veterans mange their benefits claims appeals

10.00 Building a Culture of Data-Driven Cost and Quality

 · Recognize how to utilize time-driven, activity-based costing and value-stream mapping to achieve results
 · Apply rapid-cycle testing to cultural improvement, utilizing the Change Acceleration Process (CAP) model on the execution of projects
 · Develop a system to apply and spread this cost and quality work on a broader scale

10.45 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING BREAK - Grab a coffee and review the morning sessions with your fellow attendees!

11.15 Addressing the Problem of Addiction Among the Nation’s Veterans

Donald E. Prisby, Jr. Business Development Executive, Government Marketing and Procurement
Dr. John Holaday, Chairman and CEO, DisposeRx Inc.

 · Opioid Safety Initiative (OSI)
 · Prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs)
 · How to use automation to simplify acute opioid tapering

12.00 Empathizing the Veterans’ Experience

Richard Griffith, Chief Strategy Officer, State of Indiana U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Address how interactions, culture, perceptions and environment influence the patient experience journey
 · Discuss what you hear Veterans say about their journey
 · Establishing what PX means to you and your department

12.45 LUNCH -  All the morning hustle and bustle has probably made for a much needed lunch break! Join us for lunch and make new friends at your table.

13.45 Improving Efforts to Align Facilities with Veterans’ Needs

 · Geographic shifts in veteran population
 · The aging infrastructure affecting the VA
 · Improving the guidance to effectively communicate facility alignment decisions with stake holders

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE NOVEMBER 29th, 2018
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14.30 Optimizing and Re-Centralizing the HR Department

 · Creating a more centralized way of completing “common core” functions across the VA offices
 · Bridging the gap of consistency 
 · Unifying management systems 
 · Changing the way we think about how we deliver HR services

15.15 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING - Take a moment to recharge from the afternoon sessions! 

15.45 Reinventing VA’s Recruitment, Hiring and Retention Framework

Nathan Tierney, Office of Information & Technology, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Shift focus away from broad hiring initiatives and toward more concentrated efforts to boost their  

distribution through more diverse agencies
 · Increasing retention and engagement
 · Looking at the veteran experience in the federal workforce more holistically

16.30 Chair’s Closing Address

16.45 DRINKS RECEPTION - Continue the conversation by getting together with new and old friends after 
the conference over refreshing libations.

“I had great networking 
experiences and attained great 
knowledge about VA Healthcare” 

B&L Biotech

“Great updates from VHA & VBA!” 

Annmarie Amaral, VA Congressional 
Liaison Service

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE NOVEMBER 29th, 2018
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08.00 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE - While registering for the Main Summit Day 3, enjoy your morning cup of coffee, light snacks and lively peer-to-peer conversation.

09.00 Chair’s Opening Address

09.15 Enhancing Communication between VA & DoD

 · The importance of monitoring data and overseeing timelines and accuracy 
 · Providing meaningful data that Veterans need in an organized fashion
 · Reducing the consult/referral life cycle timeframe
 · Experimentation with information systems 

10.00 Reducing Variation in Care Delivery While Improving Quality 

Jim Trinka, Chief Learning Officer, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Linking quality improvement to structures and processes to reduce unwarranted variation. 
 · achieving better outcomes
 · improving patient and staff experience, increasing efficiency, and redefining “usual work” across multi-professional teams

10.45 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING - Take in the morning sessions with a cup of coffee in hand.

11.15 Overcoming the Access to Care Challenge

Joseph Ronzio, Deputy Chief Health Technology Officer, Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Enhancing productivity and improving efficiency of benefits and services
 · Evolving VA IT capabilities to meet evolving expectations from veterans and employees

12.00 An Approach to Improving Mental Health and Wellbeing

 · Recognize the potential for quality improvement to bring together stakeholders and solve complex quality issues related to mental health and wellbeing
 · Develop ideas and strategies to engage citizens, service users, and other key stakeholders, including schools and the media, to reduce stigma and increase 

education and awareness of mental health and wellbeing
 · Develop change ideas suitable for testing in mental health services and community-based wellbeing initiatives

12.45 LUNCH - Halfway through the day. Here comes the final stretch! Be sure not too miss it.

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO NOVEMBER 30th, 2018
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13.45 Care Continuity and Coordination

Chakakhon Lea, Field Consultant, Department of Veteran Affairs
 · Empower veterans to improve their well-being
 · Manage and improve VA operations to deliver seamless and integrated support
 · Increasing satisfaction through improvements in benefits and services delivery policies, procedures 

and interfaces

14.30 Identifying the Dimensions of Veterans

Lynda C. Davis, Executive Director, Military and Veteran Caregiver Network 
 · Effectiveness: Understanding and responding to all’s needs
 · Ease: Guiding the veterans’ journey
 · Emotion: Finding the connection and care for your veteran

15.15 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING - Take a moment to recharge from the afternoon sessions 
and network with your fellow attendees.

15.45 Preparing the VA for Process Excellence Initiatives: Short-term Steps & Long-term Goals

Joy White, Executive Director, Portfolio Management, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
 · Identifying and utilizing emerging technologies
 · Addressing staffing challenges across the VA system
 · Seeking and incorporating feedback from patients

16.30 Chair’s Closing Address

16:45 END OF CONFERENCE - Thank you for attending PEX VA 2018 - See you next year!

“I really enjoyed the Keynote 
Speakers. It was helpful to hear 
such high-ranking officials give 
their insight.”  

US Government Accountability Office 

“Comprehensive summary of 
where VA is and the vision” 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO NOVEMBER 30th, 2018
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